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Introduction to Git 
 

Course Summary 
 

 
Description 
 
The Introduction to Git training course is focused on helping software developers, dev-ops, system administrators, 
and q/a teams move from a version control system like Subversion or CVS to Git.  
Git is a decentralized revision control system that has recently gained popularity for its efficiency and flexibility. 
Introduction to Git covers all of the fundamental operations an experienced coder would use on a daily basis. The 
Source Control Using Git training course begins with an introduction to Git and a comparison of Git to other 
version control systems. It then transitions into the nuts-and-bolts of working with Git, including everything from 
setting up a repository to advanced topics like branching and merging. 
 
Objectives 
At the end of this course, students will be able to: 

 Understand how Git compares to other systems 

 Install and configure Git in your team development environment 

 Create new repositories and downloading existing ones 

 Describe a typical source control work flow 

 Implement a typical source control work flow using Git 
 
Topics 
 

 Review of Basic revision control concepts 

 Introduction to Git  

 Setting up Git  

 Working with Git  

 Advanced Source control concepts  

 Remote repositories  

 Using Git with your automated build system 

 
Audience 
 
This course is designed for software developers, dev-ops, system administrators, and q/a teams.  
 
Prerequisites 
 
There are no prerequisites for this course.  
 
Duration 
 
One day 
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Introduction to Git 
 

Course Outline 
 
I. Review of Basic revision control concepts 
 
II. Introduction to Git  

A. History of Git 
B. Whose using Git 
C. Core Git Concepts 
D. Adopting Git 

 
III. Setting up Git  

A. Installing Git 
B. Configuring Git 
C. Accessing Git 

 
IV. Working with Git  

A. Understanding the Repository structure 
B. Adding, committing, and viewing commits 
C. Renaming, moving, and removing files 
D. Analyzing logs and history 

 
V. Advanced Source control concepts  

A. Creating and managing branches 
B. Merging branches 
C. Analyzing diffs and their options 
D. Resolving and merging conflicts 

 
VI. Remote repositories  

A. Working with a remote repository 
B. Setting up / publishing a repository 
C. Understanding the repository structure 
D. Working with Multiple repositories 
E. Working with GitHub 

 
VII. Using Git with your automated build system 

 


